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Admission Counseling for MANUU - ITI Bangalore

Hyderabad:

The Industrial Training Institute (ITI), Bangalore, of Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU) is conducting counseling for admissions into ITI trades Mechanic Refrigeration and Air Conditioning (MR & AC) and Electronics Mechanics (EM) on 20th June 2018.

According to Dr. Md. Zair Hussain, Principal I/c, candidates who have applied for ITI trade should attend the counseling at 9.00 a.m. at MANUU-ITI, Bangalore campus situated at CA Site No.2 (p) 1st Main Road Jnana Bharthi Layout 3rd Block Mysore Road Near RV Engg College,Valgerahalli, Bangalore. For further details contact on 080-29742261 or 9986198497.
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